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Efficient interface conditions (EICs) are derived for the propagation equation using the 
slowly varying envelope approximation for the dominant electric field component. At the 
interface between two different media, the two lateral second derivatives in the 
discretized propagation equation are adapted such that the discretized modal field 
equation is correct up to second order in the lateral grid spacing. Since the error term is 
then of the order of the lateral grid spacing, our EICs are first-order EICs. These 
interface conditions are compared with well-known zero-order EICs derived by Stern 
and Kim and Ramaswamy. It is shown that the first-order EICs yield faster convergence 
to the exact effective index value as the lateral grid spacing is decreased than do the 
zero-order EICs. It turns out that our EICs are very much like those derived by Vassallo. 
Using essentially the same method, he derived EICs of second and first order for the 
field component respectively parallel and perpendicular, to the interface. Hence the 
accuracy of his EICs is one order higher for the field component parallel to the interface, 
although it introduces an extra asymmetry in the propagation matrix. 

1. Introduction 
Beam propagation methods (BPMs) are very powerful for simulation of the propagation of light 
in structures which cannot be treated analytically. Two frequently used BPMs are the Fourier 
transform BPM (FTBPM) [1-3] and the finite-difference BPM (FDBPM) [4-7]. Special care 
has to be taken at grid points located near an interface between two different media. In the 
FTBPM the continuity relations at an interface cannot be treated properly. For the FDBPM 
these continuity relations can be taken into account by what will be called efficient interface 
conditions (EICs). For slab waveguides, EICs have been derived for both the TE case and 
the TM case by Hoekstra et al. [8]. Owing to the EICs, the discretized modal field equation 
(see Equation 16) is made correct up to second order in the lateral coordinate. Since the 
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error term is then of the order of the lateral grid spacing, the EICs are said to be first order. Note 
that for grid points far from the interface, this first-order accuracy is automatically satisfied if 
the second derivative is approximated by a three-point operator in the discretized equation. 

In three dimensions, zero-order EICs have been derived by Stern [9] in a semivectorial 
formulation for both quasi-TE and quasi-TM modes. The procedure consists of adapting the 
second-order derivative in the direction of the step in the refractive index. In that study the 
interface was located midway between two grid points using a uniform grid. Kim and 
Ramaswamy derived EICs using a similar approach for a general position of the interface 
with respect to the grid points, using a nonuniform grid [10]. It is the aim of this paper to pre- 
sent first-order EICs in a semivectorial formulation, and to compare our method with the zero- 
order methods described in [9] and [10]. 

In order to compare these methods, modal fields and their corresponding effective indices are 
calculated using the propagation equation. Following an idea by Yevick and Hermansson [13], 
the field is propagated along an imaginary propagation axis (throughout this paper, the propa- 
gation direction is along the z-axis). In doing this, for a modal field with propagation constant 
fl, a phase change e -l~z becomes an amplification factor e +;~z. They used the FTBPM. This idea 
has been applied to the FDBPM using the power method for two-dimensional cross-sections 
[14-16] or the inverse iteration method (IIM) for one-dimensional cross-sections [17-19]. 
In this paper we apply the IIM to two-dimensional cross-sections, and the matrix equation 
will be solved using the alternating direction implicit (ADI) method [20-22]. Our study of 
the suitability of the ADI method for solving the matrix equation will be published else- 
where. Here the emphasis will be on the EICs. If needed, the method is suitable for arbitrary 
refractive index profiles. The profile is approximated by a staircase structure with interfaces 
parallel to the three Cartesian axes. 

One of the referees drew our attention to two papers by Vassallo [11, 12], in which he also 
derives EICs in a semivectorial formulation, using essentially the same arguments. In the first 
paper [11], EICs of second (first) order are derived for the electric field parallel (perpendicular) 
to the interface, respectively. The second paper [12] deals with the corners of the waveguide, 
where the EICs break down. Our results have been derived independently, but the two formu- 
lations of the EICs turn out almost to coincide. A global (not numerical) comparison of our 
EICs and the EICs obtained in [11, 12] will be given in the Results section. 

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the propagation equation is derived and the 
mode finding process is discussed briefly. In Section 3 the EICs are derived. Also, the EICs 
derived by Kim and Ramaswamy [10] are reformulated in a uniform grid fashion and then 
compared to the EICs described by Stern [9]. The numerical results for some two-dimensional 
rectangular structures are presented in Section 3. A discussion of the results follows in 
Section 4. 

2, Theory 
The problem is worked out in terms of the electric field E for the dominant field component: a 
quasi-TE mode (dominant field component along x) and a quasi-TM mode (dominant field 
component along y). Rewriting the Maxwell equations yields 

(V 2 + n2k2)E+ VIE. Vln (n2)] = 0 (1) 

2.1. Derivation of the propagation equation 
A scalar field distribution E(x,y,z) can be written, according to the slowly varying envelope 
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approximation (SVEA), as 

E(x,y,z) - ~b(x,y,z)e -~~176 (2) 

where n o is a suitably chosen mean refractive index. In the particular case of quasi-TE and 
quasi-TM, substitution of Equation 2 into Equation 1 leads to 

02~b 
2 i k o n 0 ~ +  + +k2(n2-n  2) r 

Oz 2 

0~b 0 In (n 2 ) 0 z In (n 2) 
-+ Ox ~ + ~b ~x ~ - 0 (quasi-TE) (3) 

02~b 2ik0n0 + ~-~ Oz 2 ~ + + kZ(n 2 -- n 2) ~b 

02 In (n 2) 
0~b 01n (n 2) ~ ~ 0Y 2 = 0 (quasi-TM) (4) +Oy Oy 

Now ~b is assumed to vary slowly as a function of z (see Equation 2). Hence the terms 02~,/0z 2 
in Equations 3 and 4 can be neglected. 

Additionally, the terms containing 0In (nZ)/Ox and 0In (n2)/0y are nonzero only near inter- 
faces. For the moment these terms are neglected. They will be taken into account in Section 3 
when discussing the EICs. The field equation to be solved is then 

-2ikon 0 + - ~  + ~ + k2(n 2 - n 2) ~b = 0 (5) 

Now discretize the field, ~s k = ~b~,j =_ ~b(s Az, max,  jay) ,  k =_ m + (j - 1)Nx; 1 < m < Nx, 
1 << j <_ Ny, 1 < k < N with N = NxNy. Here Nx and Ny are the number of grid points in x- 
and y-directions, respectively. In some cases the one-dimensional description of the field 
(using one subscript) is more convenient. In other cases the two-dimensional description is 
more appropriate. Introduce the vector ~s,  (~s)k = ~b~. Then Equation 5 is integrated for 
the discretized field, using the Crank-Nicholson scheme. The result is [5] 

[ M -  i~-k--~ l]q2s+l = [M + i~k-~ l]~F s (6) 

with 1 being the identity matrix. Here M is a five-band matrix with 

- 2  - 2  2 2 ] nk,k = ~ + (--~y)2 + ko(nm,, - n2) 

1 
Mk, k• (Ax) 2 1 < k < N 

1 
Mk,k+~vx = (Ay)2 

Mk, p = 0 elsewhere 

In case the grid point is at a boundary of the computational window, for real axis propagation, 
transparent boundary conditions introduced by Hadley are used [23]. In the inverse iteration 
method, the propagation is along a complex propagation axis (see Section 2.2). Then an 
adapted form of Hadley's transparent boundary conditions is used, which is illustrated for 
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one boundary: 

1 ICm,Ny- 11~ ~hS+l ~/ s+l { s+l 
tUm,Ny = Wm,Ny- 1 X m a x  [ , ~ i ]  

\ m,Ny-21f 

2.2. The mode finding algorithm 
In this subsection we discuss how to find eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors of the 
matrix M defined in Equation 6. For this purpose the same propagation equation (6) can be 
used, but now the propagation is along a complex (purely imaginary in the case of a lossless 
structure) z-axis. By choosing the subsequent values of Az suitably, the field eventually con- 
verges to a modal field. These suitable values of Az can be chosen according to the inverse 
iteration method (IIM) [24], as follows. We denote the sth iterated vector by W* and the cor- 
responding approximate eigenvalue by ~-~ - i(4kono/AZ) (e.g. by comparing Equations 6 and 
7). The matrix equation is 

[ M -  Tsl]w s+l = [ - m -  ~-sl]W' (7) 

A new approximation of the eigenvalue is calculated by the Rayleigh quotient 

( M Y ' ,  W') 
<oe,, +,) (8) 

with inner product (~, A) - ~7= 1 [f~j(Aj)*]. Finally, ~ + 1  = w~+l/[wS+l I. To solve the matrix 
equation problem (7), the alternating direction implicit (ADI) method [20-22] is used. The ADI 
method is a very efficient method making use of the special form of the matrix equation (7). 
Following the analysis given in [20], the ADI equations for Equation 7 can be written as 

{M x - T s l ] W  s+1/2  = [ - M y  - -  rsl]tP s (9) 

[My - 7 - s l ] w  s+ l  = [-Mx - "rsl]w s+'/: (10) 

with 

- 2  ko 2 ~ 1 
M x , ,  - + (nm,] - n 2) Mx,.,_~, (Ax) 2 , ( z ~ )  2 ~- -- Mx, p = 0 elsewhere (11) 

- 2  ko 1 
MYk.k ---- --(Ay)2 + -~- (n2,j -- n2) Mrk.k*Nx -- (Ay)2 MYk ; = 0 elsewhere (12) 

Here w s+1/2 is an intermediate field. Furthermore, k = m + ( j  - 1)Nx; 1 < m < N, 1 < j < N. 
Note that M = &Ix + My. For grid points at a boundary, the adapted form of the transparent 
boundary conditions described in Section 2.1 is used. 

In the mode search using the IIM, the value of IAzl might be quite large. Owing to the 
inaccuracy in the ADI method as a function of I~1 (for the Laplace equation the error is of 
order ,-~O((Az)3 + Az(A3)) if Ax = A y -  A [20]), the mode and its eigenvalue will not 
be determined accurately. Therefore a refined ADI method is used, which consists of the 
following. 

Recalling that % ---- i(4kono/~Z), the ADI method will be more accurate if we divide the 
propagation along Az into n steps of Az/n.  In the IIM scheme, each new approximation of 
the eigenvalue % yields a new value for Az. Inside the propagation part, the calculation is 
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done n times with a constant step of ~z/n ,  instead of once with a step of Az. One could argue 
that, as a consequence of this procedure, the determination of Az according to Equation 8 
becomes meaningless, since we are subdividing this value afterwards. Notice that the value 
of Az according to Equation 8 determines which matrix equation problem is to be solved. 
The only purpose of the refinement is to solve this matrix equation problem more accurately. 

3. Efficient interface conditions 
3.1. First-order ElCs 
When a step in the refractive index occurs, the continuity relations at the interface should be 
satisfied. We w i l l  require these continuity relations to be satisfied up to second order in the 
lateral step sizes Ax and Ay (hence the error term is of order Ax, Ay) and follow the approach 
of [8]. Only interfaces parallel or perpendicular to the dominant field component are consid- 
ered. Suppose the normal of the interface to be parallel to x. Let the interface have distance 
e Ax (0 < e < 1) to grid point (i, j )  and distance (1 - e) Ax to grid point (i + 1, j), as 
sketched in Fig. 1. In the following, the subscript l(r) refers to infinitesimally left (right) of 
the interface. 

Case A: ~ parallel to interface 
In this case, (i) ~, is continuous, ~t = ~r; (ii) 0~/Ox is continuous, (O~b/Ox)z = (O~/Ox)r; 

(iii) 02~b/Oy 2 is continuous, (02~/Oy2)t = (02~b/0y2)r. The last continuity relation can be 
understood as follows. Assume that the field may be written as a product ~b(x,y) = a(x)b(y). 

2 2 2 2 2 Then 0 ~b(x,y)/Oy = a(x)[O b(y)/OyZ]. The functions a(x) and 0 b(y)/Oy are both contin- 
uous at the interface, hence (02~b/0y2)l = (02~b/0y2)r. This continuity relation is strictly valid 
only for an infinitely extended interface, hence near comers the relation is not strictly valid. 
Now (02~/0X2)r and (02~b/Ox2)t are related by comparing the modal field equations at the 
right and the left of the interface: 

2 Jr = k~[ n2e - n2r]~ bl - ~ ~y2 Jr k-'~)l= k~[ne -nl]r  - \ OY 2 )l (13) 

n~ 

( i -  1,j) ( i , j )  
X X 

s AX 

" (1+s AX 

nr 

(i+ 1,j) 
X 

(1 - E) ~x 
Figure 1 General position of an interface parallel to the y-axis 
between two media of refractive index nl and nr at the left and 
the right of the interface, respectively. The interface has distance 
~ x  (0 <_ ~ < 1) to grid point (i, j )  and distance (1 - e) Ax to grid 
point (i + 1, j). 
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Here n e is the effective index of the mode; nr, nt are refractive indices at the right and left of the 
interface, respectively. From relation (iii), (02~,/0x2), ---- (02r + k2[n~ - n2]r 

Our approach comes down to adapting the second derivative 

02r LIr  + L2r + L3~i+ 1,j 
OX z (~tX) 2 4- O(2XX) (14) 

such that the continuity relations (i)-(iii) are satisfied. Since the error term is then of order 
O(Ax), the method is a first-order method. Away from the interface, the modal field equations 
are already of first order for the standard values L a = L 3 = 1, L2 = -2 .  Up to second order the 
Taylor expansions read 

_ I r a  2 (o% 
* ' , '  = r  + t, 

(15) ),  

r162 e ) z s x ( ~ ) / +  (1+e)2 
02r 

+ 2 (Ax2) \-O-~x2), 

From continuity relation (i), K = 1. Next these Taylor expansions are inserted into the discre- 
tized modal field equation 

LIr -1,j nt- L2r +L3r -+- (z~r 2 + kgn~j - nZ]r = 0 (16) 

at the grid point (i, j), using continuity relations (i)-(iii). In Equation 16, az denotes the dis- 
cretized second-order derivative with respect to y. We also make use of the fact that 
0 2 ~l / OX 2 : 0 2 r j / OX 2 "+ O(z~kX). The result is 

(1 ) L 2 = i 2  + (Ax)ek 2 (n 2 _ n2 ) + e(n2 _ n2 ) + e (n 2 _ n2 ) (17) 
2 

and L1 = L3---1. Analogously for (i + 1, j), the coefficients R 1, R2, R3 in the second 
derivative 

02~bi+l,j Rlr  + R2r +R3r {.. O(z~lc) (18) 
Ox ( ) 2 

can be obtained by replacing e by 1 - e and by interchanging nr and nl in Equation 17: 

R 2 - 2 +  (Ax)2~ (~  (n 2 -  nr2) + (1 2 2 (1 e) 2 ) = - -  e ) ( n r  - -  n ,  ) -{ 2 ( n ]  - -  n 2)  (19) 

and R~ = R 3 = 1. This result is exactly the same as found in [8] for the TE case in two 
dimensions. 

Case B: r perpendicular to interface 
Now, (i) n2r is continuous, KCt r with K 2 2 = = nt/nr in Equation 15; (ii) Or is contin- 

uous, (Or = (O~/Ox)r; (iii) analogously to Case A, (02r =K[(O2~p/OxZ)t+ 
k ~ ( n  2 - nr2)r 

Owing to the discontinuity of the field at the interface, L1, L3 R1 and R 3 also have to be 
adapted to achieve satisfaction of the continuity relations (i)-(iii). With help of the Taylor 
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expansions (15) we have 

2 
L3 = 2(K - 1)e 2 + ( - K  + 1)e + K + 1 (20) 

L, = [(K - 1)e + 1]t3 (21) 

K 
t 2 = - [ ( g  - 1)e + g  + 1]t3 - ~ [k0 ,Xx(1 - e ) ] 2 ( n  2 - nZ)t3 (22) 

For the grid point (i + 1, j )  we can immediately write down the expressions for R1, R2,  R3,  by 
interchanging the role of L1 and L3, replacing e by 1 - e, replacing K by 1/K and interchanging 
nr and nt in Equations 20 to 22: 

2 
R1 = 2 ( 1 / K -  1)(1 - e) 2 + ( -1 /K + 1)(1 - e) + 1/K + 1 (23) 

R 3 = [(1/K - 1)(1 - e) + 1]R 1 (24) 

R 2 = - [ ( 1 / K  - 1)(1 - e) + 1/K + 1]Ra - ~ [k 0 Axe]2(n 2 - n2)R1 (25) 

For absorbing structures a problem can occur if the denominator in the expressions for 
L1 , . . .  ,R 3 becomes zero. We shall restrict ourselves to the nonabsorbing case. 

3.2. Zero-order  EICs 
In this section the zero-order EICs derived by Stern [9] and by Kim and Ramaswamy [10] are 
briefly recalled. 

In the approach of [10], the cross-section consists of grid points (i, j )  located at the centre of 
rectangular cells having widths Axi, j and Ayi, j in x and y, respectively. The interface is located 
at the border of two adjacent cells. In this approach, the location of the interface with respect to 
the grid points can be varied by varying the widths of the cells, in other words by using a non- 
uniform grid. In our approach, we use a uniform grid, but the interface can still have a general 
position with respect to the grid points. The approach of [10] in terms of a uniform grid would 
be as follows. 

Suppose the normal of the interface is parallel to x. Let the interface have distance e Ax 
(0 < c < 1) to grid point (i, j )  and distance (1 - e) Ax to grid point (i + 1, j) .  In terms of 
our formulation, 

z~kX,_l, J =z~kXt+l,  J = 2(1--  e) AX Ax,,j = 2e,Xx (26) 

Case A: ~ perpendicular to interface 
Inserting the relations (26) into equation (10a) of [10] yields 

n2 e)n 2') ~)i,j] 
en~ + (1 - 

[ 2 ( 022~t,j --  1 nr 
~X2 2e(~XX)2 f f ) i - l , j -~  en2 + ( l _ e ) n 2 ~ , + l , j  - 1-~ 

+ ~ 

whereas equation (10b) of [10] becomes 

O2~)i,j --  ~ i , l - 1  -- 2~ i , j  + ~3i, 1+ 1 
Oy 2 (Ay) 2 

(27) 

(28) 
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It is interesting to see that if the interface is put in the 
(i.e. e = 1/2), then Equation 27 takes the form 

021pi, j 1 [  2n 2 ( 2 n 2 \  7 
OX 2 -- (Z~C) 2 @' - l ' J  q - ~ i + l n  t -t- n7 , , - -  1 + ~ ) ~ b , , , ]  + O((z2xx) °) 

which is exactly the result (A10a) of Stern [9]. 

middle between the grid points 

(29) 

Case B: ~ parallel to interface 
The finite-difference expression for both lateral second derivatives takes the standard form 

(as in Equation 28). 
As the formulation of [9] is a special case of the formulation of [10], our first-order EICs, 

derived in Section 3.1, are compared in the next section with the EICs derived in [10], in par- 
ticular with Equations 27 and 28. 

4. Results 
In this section our first-order EICs are compared to the EICs (27) and (28). The two EICs are 
tested for the fundamental quasi-TE mode. The mode is determined by launching an approxi- 
mate mode calculated with the effective-index method [25], and then using the mode finding 
algorithm described in Section 2.2. Both formulations of the EICs (zero order and first 
order) have been implemented, and the rate of convergence for the effective index as a func- 
tion of the lateral grid spacing zflx and Ay is studied. 

In our example, the structure consists of a film of InP with rectangular cross-section of width 
a = 2b = 1.0 #m in x and y directions, respectively, refractive index nf - 3.2, surrounded by 
air (n s = 1.0), for a wavelength )~ = 1.55 #m. The geometry of the cross-section is shown in 
Fig. 2. 

Figure 3 shows the normalized effective index difference z2xB as a function of the square of  
the grid spacing (z2xx) 2 = (Ay) 2, with z2xB ~ B - Bli m being defined as 

ne 2 - n~ z 
B - n~ - n---~ nhm = ~x,~r~01im B (30) 

a 
4 i. 

yl 
X 
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Figure 2 Geometry of the example described in the text. A rectangular film, 
having width a, b in x -and y-directions, respectively, with refractive index nf, 
is surrounded by a substrate with refractive index n s. 
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0 O 0  O0 []  z~O 

0 
0 

o o.'o  o.b2 o.b3 
(Ax) 2 (ixm) 2 

0.04 

Figure 3 Normalized effective index differ- 
ence AB of the fundamental quasi-TE mode 
as a function of the square of the grid spacing 
(Ax)2 = (Ay) 2, for both first-order (r-I) and 
zero-order (4) EICs. 

for both EICs. We have taken Bli m z 0.791 by extrapolating B linearly as a function of (z~kx) 2 to 
its value for ,5.x = 0. The mode profile is depicted in Fig. 4 for one particular case of the data 
for first-order EICs in Fig. 3. To show that for the quasi-TE mode a discontinuity does indeed 
appear at the interfaces parallel to the y-axis, in Fig. 5 the field is plotted for a cross-section for 
constant y = YM (Fig. 5a) and for constant x = XM (Fig. 5b), where (XM, YM) denotes the centre 
of  the computational window. 

From Fig. 3 it becomes clear that Z2xB converges to zero for both zero-order and first-order 
EICs. The convergence for the first-order EICs is faster than that for the zero-order EICs. It can 
also be seen from Fig. 3 that there are fluctuations in the convergence, especially for the zero- 
order EICs. Inspection of the EIC equations (27), (28) (zero-order) and (17) to (25) (first-order) 

Figure 4 Fundamental quasi-TE mode for one of the data of Fig. 3, using first-order EICs, with Ax  = 
Ay  = 0.046131 #m, and number of grid points Nx = IVy = 128. 
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"--2. 

LU 

-0 .32 

(a) 

/ ,  
I, I I I 

- 0  16 0 0.16 0.32 

lOx (pm) 

tu 

J L Figure 5 One-dimensional cross-section of 
the field shown in Fig. 4, for constant y = YM 

' J ~ ' (a) and for constant X=XM (b); (XM,YM) 
-0 .32 -0 .16 0 0.16 0.32 denotes the centre of the computational 

(b) 10x (~tm) window. 

suggests that the fluctuations might be caused by the fact that the value of e will vary with 
variation of the grid spacing. A good test, therefore, would be a calculation with the interfaces 
midway between the grid points (i.e. e = 1/2). Notice that the zero-order EICs of [10] in that 
case reduce to the expressions derived in [9]. 

Figure 6 shows [z2xB[ as function of (Ax) 2 --- (Ay) 2 on a doubly logarithmic scale, with the 
geometry chosen such that both the interfaces parallel to x and y are midway between the grid 
points, for both EICs. For all data in Fig. 6, [AB[ = +A,B (-zXB) for the zero- (first-) order 
EICs, respectively. 

Figure 6 shows that the fluctuations in zXB disappear, that B depends more or less linearly on 
(zXx) 2 = (Ay) 2, and that the first-order EICs give faster convergence than the zero-order EICs. 

In order to study separately the dependence of B on zXx and on Ay, Fig. 7 gives ,XB as a 
function of (Ax) 2 for both EICs, with the discretization such that the interfaces parallel to 
the y-axis are in the middle between the grid points, with constant Ay _-- 0.046 131 # m  and 
Ny = 128. 

In Fig. 8, [z2~B[ is plotted as a function of (Ay) 2 on a doubly logarithmic scale, for both ElCs, 
with the discretization such that the interfaces parallel to the x-axis are midway between the 
grid points, and for constant z~x = 0.046 131 #m and Nx = 128. It is seen from Figs 7 and 8 
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10 -1 

8 

1 0  -2 

IABI 10 -3- 

1 0  -4.. 

A ~  
A [ ]  

A [ ]  

A [] 
A 

[] 

A [ ]  

[ ]  

10 -5 i I 

10 -4 10 -3 10 -2 10 "1 

~X 2 (ixm 2) 

Figure 6 Normalized effective index difference 
[z2xB I of the fundamental quasi-TE mode as a func- 
tion of the square of the grid spacing 
(Zkx) 2 = (Ay) 2, on a doubly logarithmic scale, with 
the geometry chosen such that the interfaces paral- 
lel to x and y are all midway between the grid 
points, for both first-order (rT) and zero-order (Z~) 
EICs. 

that varying Ay has a larger influence than varying Ax. The reason is that the aspect ratio of the 
waveguide is a/b = 2/1. Hence the field intensities near the right and left interfaces are smaller 
than the field intensities near the upper and lower interfaces, and consequently the variation of 
Ay at the upper and lower interfaces will have a larger influence on the value of B than the 
variation of Ax at the right and left interfaces. For this reason, z2xB converges to a value sig- 
nificantly smaller than zero as Ax ~ 0 in Fig. 7, since B depends strongly on the value of 
Ay, which is constant. On the other hand, z2xB converges to a value close to zero as Ay ~ 0 
in Fig. 8. Since B does not depend strongly on the value of zXx, the fact that Ax is constant 
does not have a large influence on the limiting value of B as Ay ~ 0. 

Comparison of Figs 3 and 6 strongly suggests that the rate of convergence depends on the 
position of the interface with respect to the grid points. 

For constant geometry in the y-direction such that the interface parallel to the x-axis is mid- 
way between the grid points, Fig. 9 shows AB as a function of ex defined at the interface on the 

0.010- 

0.005- 

t~B 0. 

-0 .005  

A 

~ 
A ~  A A A 

O 0  
[ ] 0  

[ ]  0 
[ ]  

[ ]  

-0.010 
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Figure 7 Normalized effective index dif- 
ference zM3 of the fundamental quasi-TE 
mode as a function of the square of the grid 
spacing (~x) 2, for constant discretization in 
the y-direction, Ay = 0.046131/~m, Ny = 128, 
for both first-order (r-I) and zero-order (A) EICs. 
The discretization is such that the interfaces 
parallel to the y-axis are midway between the 
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Figure 8 Normalized effective index differ- 
ence I~BI of the fundamental quasi-TE mode 
as a function of the square of the grid spacing 
(Ay) 2, on a doubly logarithmic scale, for con- 
stant discretization in the x-direction, 
~ x  = 0.046131 #m, Ny = 128, for both first- 
order (rq) and zero-order (A) EICs. The dlscre- 
tlzation is such that the interfaces parallel to the 
x-axis are midway between the grid points. 

left-hand side of the waveguide (see Figs 1 and 3). Here z2xx = Ay = 0 .022727#m and 
Nx = Ny = 256. For constant geometry in the x-direction such that the interface parallel to 
the y-axis is midway between the grid points, Fig. 10 shows zXB as a function of  ey defined 
at the interface on the bottom side of the waveguide. Again zXx = Ay = 0.022 727 #m and 
g x = N y  = 2 5 6 .  

In the calculations on which Figs 9 and 10 are based, the geometry is such that the widths a 
and b of  the waveguide are both multiples of  the grid spacing. Consequently the results for ex 
and 1 - ex are identical in Fig. 9, and the results for ey and 1 - ey are identical in Fig. 10. 

Figure 9 shows that the convergence of B depends on the position of the left and right inter- 
faces with respect to the grid points. This dependence is stronger for the zero-order EICs than 
for the first-order EICs. It is seen in Fig. 10 that there is no ey-dependence for the zero-order 
EICs. The reason is that at interfaces parallel to the polarization (in this case along x), the 
finite-difference second derivatives do not depend on e (Case B in Section 3.2). 
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Figure 9 Normahzed effective index differ- 
ence AB of the fundamental quasi-TE mode 
as a function of Cx defined at the interface on 
the left-hand side of the waveguide (see Figs 
1 and 3) for z2~x--Ay = 0.022727#m, Nx = 
Ny = 256, for both first-order ([3) and zero- 
order (A) EICs. 
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Figure 10 Normalized effective index differ- 
ence AB of the fundamental quasi-TE mode 
as a function of ey defined at the interface on 
the bottom side of the waveguide for 
zXx = Ay = 0.022727/~m, Nx = IVy = 256, for 
both first-order (C]) and zero-order (A) EICs. 

For the first-order EICs, comparison of  Figs 9 and 10 shows that the e-dependence is larger at 
the lower and upper interfaces than at the left and right interfaces. The reason is that the field 
intensities are much larger at the lower and upper interfaces than at the left and right interfaces 
due to the geometry of  the waveguide. Consequently, in the former case B is much more sen- 
sitive to variations in e than in the latter case. 

Comparing the zero-order and first-order EICs in terms of computer time, roughly the same 
number of  iterations are needed to get convergence to a modal solution for both EICs. Also, the 
computer time per iteration is about the same, so in that sense there is no preference for either 
of  the EICs. 

Vassallo [11, 12] derived EICs by making a Taylor expansion for the discretized electric 
field as well. For the field parallel to the interface, the EICs are of  second order, which 
is one order more accurate than our EICs. The extra accuracy stems from changing L 1 = L 3 = 1 

L I =  1-1 

L 3 = 1  

(see Section 3.1) to 

12 (1 + 2e)(1 - e)2(n~ - n2r) 
(31) 

(~xx)2k~ (1 + 2e)(1 - e)2(n~ - n~ 2) 
12 

For the field perpendicular to the interface, the coefficients are exactly the same as in our case, so 
that then the EICs are of first order. For a calculation on a rib waveguide, Vassallo reports strong 
dependence of the effective index on ex [12] if the comers of  the waveguide are not treated in a 
special way. The difference between the two formulations is the extra order of accuracy for the 
case with the field parallel to the interface. In our case, however, the EICs have been applied 
to the case of  a rectangular cross-section, whereas Vassallo treated the case of a rib waveguide. 
To compare the two methods rigorously, one should apply both of them to the same geometry. 

5. Conclusions 
First-order EICs have been derived for the semivectorial FDBPM in the SVEA in order to 
achieve accuracy up to second order in the lateral grid spacing, leading to a first-order 
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method. These EICs have been compared to zero-order EICs derived by Kim and Ramaswamy 
[10] and by Stern [9]. The zero- and first-order EICs yield convergence for the effective index 
to the same value when decreasing the lateral grid spacing, the rate of convergence being faster 
for the first-order EICs. Fluctuations are noticed in the convergence, especially for the zero- 
order EICs; these have been shown to be caused by the variation in the interface position rela- 
tive to the grid points, given by the parameter e. If the interface is put midway between grid 
points, these fluctuations disappear. Also, the first-order EICs then give faster convergence 
than the zero-order EICs. 

The influence of the grid spacing at the two different interfaces depends strongly on the local 
field intensity, for both the zero-order and the first-order EICs. 

By shifting the waveguide relative to a constant discretized grid in the two lateral directions 
separately, it has been shown that at interfaces perpendicular to the polarization the rate of con- 
vergence for the effective index depends on the position of the interface with respect to the grid 
points (given by c) for both EICs. This dependence is larger for the zero-order EICs than for the 
first-order EICs. At interfaces parallel to the polarization, there is no dependence on the inter- 
face position for the zero-order EICs. 

For the first-order EICs, for the two lateral directions, the influence of the interface position 
on the effective index value, depends strongly on the local field intensities. 

Our first-order EICs are almost identical to EICs derived by Vassallo [11, 12], who derived 
second- (first-) order EICs for the electric field parallel (perpendicular) to the interface. 
Vassallo noted a strong dependence of the effective index on the position of the interface 
with respect to the grid points [12]. In order to compare the two methods rigorously, both 
formulations on the EICs should be applied to the same geometry. 
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